Year 2 – Summer – What could we put in our best British banquet?
• key human features, including: town, factory
• use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of their
school and its grounds and the key human and physical features of its
surrounding environment
Objective and Success Criteria
To consider how humans impact
the environment
(Context what do factories
produce?)
(Context looking at farms and
allotments)

To create a field sketch

Coverage
- Look at how the factory of
Huntley and Palmers used the
environment e.g. railways and
canals
- Think about what waste
factories produce and how this
can impact the environment
- Look at how farms produce
food and how they try to lessen
their impact by keeping hedges
and natural boundaries
- Think about the importance of
allotments and small scale
growing
- Consider the impact of foods
grown in heated greenhouses
- Re-cap that a field sketch is not
just a drawing
- Think about what features you
are trying to focus on
- Remember it needs a title and a
date
- Re-cap which details are
important and which details
aren’t
- Look at labelling the key
features you are focused on

Assessment Questions
What might you include in a field sketch of?
What food could you grow in the U.K?

Previous Learning
-Towns and cities have come up throughout Year 1 and 2
- Created simple field sketches of their surrounding area in ‘Where
am I in the world?’ - including a title and date progress to adding
labels of the key features

Key Questions
Where can you grown apples?
How are factories useful?
What problems might factories
cause?

Children should be able to
- Explain some
environmental impacts
of factories and farming

Will I need to draw a bird?
Will I need a title?
Which features are we focused
on?

-

Create a field sketch
Say what is important
to include in a field
sketch

Resources

